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Setting: The story has the Moon as a setting. The Moon
Mall, just like in the 80's is inhabited by different
characters, composing the atmosphere and adding to the
mall environment. It's a fun place to be, but weirdly
things start to happen, just because of an honest
mistake.
Page One
Splash Page
Aerial's view of the line in front of Sweet Tooth Candy Store.
The story is shiny and pink, with a huge banner announcing the
new chocolate addition made with Martian Sugar. People are happy
and excited on the line. Some of them are taking selfies with
friends and everyone is ready for the most anticipated chocolate
release of the year. They all have waited hours in line to be
the first ones to try it. All the TV advertisement and the
euphoria caused by the media for the new chocolate with "Martian
Sugar". Martian Sugar. That's Right. But something happened and
now Candy Kane will have to figure out who ate the whole batch
before the store even opened, and how did they get inside in the
first place.
1Tittle: Sweet Candy of Mine
2Credits: Script by: Joana Snellenberger
3Caption:
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PAGE TWO:
Panel 1: We see the back of Candy Kane while she waves to
Farney. She passes by the crowd and waves. She sees Farley
1Caption: The ad for the candy that was put on national tv
really worked.
2Caption: Everyone in line is waiting to try the new Alien
Chocolate.
3Caption: But they are all in for a big surprise.
4Candy Kane (Thought): Oh wow! Let's open the door already.
Success! Here I go!
Panel 2:
5Caption: Farney and Sarah are waiting by the door
6Sarah: She is so bubbly and happy, it's so annoying.
6.1 Farney: She is fine. She just has the life we all want!
Candy is such a lucky girl!
Panel 3: Candy approaches the lock at the door in order to get
her surprise...
7SFX (Click Click)
Panel 4:
Candy realizes the door lock is opened.
Panel 5:
She looks to Farney and Sarah looks terrified, her eyes wide and
her mouth wide open.
8Caption: Something went wrong last night and someone picked the
lock and broke in. Now they'll have to find out who did it...
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PAGE THREE:
Panel 1: Candy opens the door and sees the mess. The Chocolate
Tower she worked on all night was on the floor. There are
chocolate paper liners everywhere.
1Caption: The Chocolate Tower is on the floor. Someone must have
broken in last night.
2Caption: Candy Kane will have to clean all this mess up,
besides working with all the press who are waiting outside for
the new chocolate.
3Candy Kane: I cannot believe that happened! Now what can I do?
Farney, any ideas?
Panel 2:
Medium shot of Farney talking to Candy Kane.
4Farney: First, let's disperse all the people. We have to find
another day for this release, at least until we find out what
happened and who caused the problem.
Panel 3:
Sarah is outside trying to control the crowd, while they are all
booing. The crowd starts ranting.
5Sarah: Everyone! Calm down! We are going to find out what
happened and we will let you know! Now everyone has to leave. I
said leave!
6Costumer: I have been waiting in the line for the past couple
of hours, I want my chocolate!
Panel 4:
Inside of the story, Farney and Sarah are looking for evidence
in order to find out what could have possibly happened.
7Caption: Everything looks very suspicious...There is a noise
coming from the back of the store...
SFX: Clink! Clash! Boom!
Panel 5: Farney runs to back of the store.
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8Caption: Who could be responsible for all this mess?
9Farney: Olman!
PAGE FOUR
Panel 1:
Candy and Farney are in disbelief of what they see. Candy Kane
cries. She invested all of her dad's money on this new
chocolate. It was her last try.
1Caption: Olman is the one responsible for this mess. I guess in
his rounds around the mall, he found a sweet spot.
2Candy: Why did you do that! You're a piece of trash! You ruined
me and my career!
3Farney: Candy, calm down, we have to take him out of here
first.
Panel 2:
Sarah arrives holding a taser in her hand, ready to arrest
whoever is causing the commotion.
4Sarah: I knew it was you Olman! Now I'll have to remove you
from the mall permanently. I have given you so many chances and
once again, you blew it!
Panel 3:
Olman is laying down on the floor, completely out of his mind.
5Caption: Olman starts to have some spasms. It looks like his
body is getting bigger.
6Candy Kane: What the hell is going on with him?
Panel 4:
Sarah looks at her clock, she makes a note to mark they found
Olman 5 minutes ago inside the storage.
7Caption: Olman is definitely getting bigger. Now Farney, Sarah
and Candy will have a bigger problem on their hands
Panel 5:
Candy Kane reads the package for the ingredients and the side
effects, in case Olman is allergic to any of the ingredients.
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9Candy Kane: Guys, I'm checking for the ingredients, do you know
if Olman has any sort of allergy? I guess the Martian Sugar
might have caused some odd allergic reaction.

PAGE FIVE:
Panel 1:
Olman is now twice the size he was before. Candy looks from
afar.
1Caption: Candy is in disbelief of what she is seeing. Olman ate
the chocolate and had an allergic reaction.
2Candy Kane: He comes over, destroys my store, eats my
merchandise and now we find out he is allergic to it?
3Farney: What's going to happen now? He's only getting bigger,
we have to figure out what are we going to do next.
Panel 2:
Sarah checks the rest of the store and the drawers, to make sure
nothing else was stolen, besides the chocolate.
4Sarah: Girl, you are doing good in life. Damn! Look at this
amount of money!
Panel 3:
Candy Kane wipes the tears from her eyes. The devastation
throughout the store is visible. All the costumers have left,
there are no more customers waiting outside.
6Farney: I have been checking in on the cameras, and about 3am
Olman walked in and started eating all the candy. I mean...
Everything.
Panel 4:
Olman is still laying down at the back storage. There are candy
wraps in his belly.
7Caption: Olman didn't know he was allergic to the Martian
Sugar.
8Caption: Olman has diabetes, that might be what is causing the
reaction. His stomach keeps making a strange noise.
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9SFX: BUUUURP
Panel 5:
1Caption: Olman keeps growing as the hours pass.
PAGE SIX:
Panel 1: Sarah and Farney are attempt to lift Olman, but fail
because he is way too heavy.
1Caption: Sarah tries, without success to lift Olman. He is too
heavy.
2Caption: Olman looks like he is possessed by something, growing
very rapidly and getting heavier as time passes.
3Caption: Olman opens his eyes and is very confused.
Olman: Get away from me, what did you do to me?
Panel 2:
Olman has thrown Sarah across the room into the door.
SFX: KABOOM!
4Farney: (worried) Sarah are you ok? This is getting dangerous,
I'll go grab help!
Panel 3: Farney walks around the mall as he sees Brian, the
owner of the Sports Store. Brian is a nice guy, but much like
Candy Kane, he is a little air headed.
5Caption: Brian is just randomly walking around the mall. Seems
like he is also distractively looking for some help.
6Farney: (exhausted, out of breath) Brian! We need your help at
the Candy Kane Store! Olman ate the entire store, and he's now
having an allergic reaction.
Panel 4:
Brian Looks confused with the situation. He scratches his head,
trying to understand Farney.
7Brian: Is Candy Kane ok?
8Faney: She is devastated, you know she was waiting for this for
a long time.
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Panel 5:
Brian and Farney walk to the store. The inside of the mall is
the typical mall look. Full of stores, with sale banners all
around, a food court and escalators.
9Brian: She is great in what she does, definitely since she got
back from those pastry classes in France. She is doing so much
better. Have you tried the new chocolate?
1Farney: Have you heard absolutely nothing of what I said?
PAGE SEVEN:
Panel 1:
Farney arrives at the store with Brian
1Caption: Brian is quite familiar with the Olman situation.
Maybe not with the unexpected growth, but with the growling
noises.
2Brian: Man, my dad has the same problem! This is somewhat of a
severe allergic reaction to the Martian Sugar. Everyone has a
different reaction to it.
3Candy Kane: Do you think you can help us out?
Panel 2:
Brian pulls out a syringe, he carries around just in case
something happens with his dad. He sticks it into Olman's upper
right thigh.
SFX: GRRRRRRR
4Brian: We are going to use this, but it’s not guaranteed.
Sarah, are you ok?
Panel 3: Sarah tries to get up. She is close to the shelves, by
the door. She has some items on top of herself. She looks very
angry.
5Caption: Sarah is so mad, she might strangle Olman with her
bare hands.
6Brian: Ok, we should take him outside.
Panel 4:
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Brian and Farney carries Olman outside. They lay him close to
the dumpster. The day is still bright, and Olman is covering his
face from the sun.
Panel 5:
9Candy: I have to make some phone calls. I'll be out here for a
minute.
PAGE EIGHT:
Panel 1: Candy pulls out her phone and dials the number. On the
other side, her dad answers.
1Caption: Candy still hasn't learned how to deal with things on
her own.
2Candy: Daddy! Did you hear what happened this morning? All my
merchandise is gone. It was all eaten by the homeless man that
lives at the mall!
3Candy's dad: Oh honey, I'm so sorry! What can I do to help?
Panel 2:
Candy is still on the phone with her dad. The day is bright and
there is a shadow behind her. It's Olman behind her.
4Candy Kane: I need more money to fix this catastrophe! I will
also need you to call the press and take care of the bad news. I
want this to be perfect.
Panel 3:
On the other side of the line, we see Candy Kane's dad writing a
few things on a paper.
6Candy Kane's dad: Don't you worry baby girl. I'm going to take
care of this.
Panel 4:
Candy is quite relieved that she will get help, again. She
starts to feel the presence of the shadow. She turns around and
sees Olman.
7Caption: Olman is back to his regular size. Now him and Candy
Kane will to have a conversation about what happened...
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Panel 5:
Candy Kane and Olman are face to face. Candy doesn’t get mad
very often, but this time Olman pushed her buttons to the max.
9Candy Kane: Why me? Why my store?
Panel 6:
Candy is fuming with anger. Her face is red and her eyes are
focused on his answers.
9Caption: Candy had never seen that level of audacity in her
life.
10 Olman: I was walking around the mall, hungry and your store
just happened to be one of my favorites. You finally left the
door open.
PAGE 9
Panel 1: Candy is as surprised as she could be. So, it was her
fault after all, that things didn't go as expected again.
1Caption: Tables are turning into Olman's favor.
2Candy Kane (Thought): Maybe I did leave the door unlocked, I
was in such a hurry last night.
3Olman: I figured that you were not going to miss those
chocolates, I just didn't realize I ate all of them.
Panel 2:
4Candy Kane: What do you mean I wasn't going to miss those
chocolates?
Panel 3:
5Caption: Olman is defiant about the whole situation and will
not take blame...
6Olman: You are rich. You mess it up, your daddy fixes it. I
just heard you on the phone. Who fix's things for me? Nobody. I
have to find my own way to eat.
Panel 4:
Olman starts walking to the store back door.
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7Caption: Olman starts walking back to the mall. Barely does he
know that Candy will come up with something
8Caption: Maybe she has a brand-new idea of how to use this mess
in her favor.
Panel 5:
9Candy Kane: I have an idea.

PAGE TEN:
Panel 1:
Olman and Candy are back inside of the store and they start
talking about something. Farney and Sarah are helping to clean
and its starts to look much better. Candy's dad shows up with a
bag of money.
3Candy: Daddy!
1Caption: The store is looking much better now, with the help of
her friends, Candy might be able to have it all done again by
tomorrow
Panel 2: Sarah is surprise by how fast Candy's dad pulled out
the money and brought it to the store
4Sarah: How is that possible? Is she really that rich?
Panel 3:
Farney and Brian couldn't find Olman anywhere. They look in the
storage, checked outside close to the dumpster. He was gone.
5Caption: Where did he go again?
6Candy Kane: Where did Olman go? He was supposed to be here!
Panel 4:
7Caption: You never know what you are going to get when you make
a pact with a stranger.
8Caption: Maybe Candy will get what she wants, maybe she
won't...
Panel 5:
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Lionel enters the store. He is dressed in a suit, looking sharp
like he owns the mall.
9Lionel: I heard that there was a problem this morning. Are you
guys ready to explain to me what happened? What caused this
altercation in MY mall?
Panel 6:
Sarah is about to snap and she gets held back by Farney, before
she is able to jump down Lionel's throat.
9Sarah: Sarah can't stand Lionel's attitude. They have been
butting heads for quite a while now.
PAGE ELEVEN:

Panel 1:
Olman is back at the store. He is holding a sandwich in one of
his hands and a coke in another.
1Caption: Apparently, Olman was after food. Again
2Candy Kane: Olman! I thought you were gone forever. You
disappeared right after our talk.
3Farney: Did you guys have a talk?
Panel 2:
Olman is eating his food inside of the store while everyone is
working. He reached for the new batch of chocolate and gets his
hands slapped by Candy.
4Candy Kane: Not yet.
Panel 3:
The cleaning is continuous. Farney sweeps the floor, Sarah,
lifts up the Candy tower.
5Caption: Nobody knows what Olman and Candy talked about. It's a
mystery.
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PAGE TWELVE:
Panel 1: The next day, the banner is once again at the door,
announcing the Martian Chocolate 2.0
1Caption: The second time is a charm. Candy is counting with
this day to upgrade herself as a famous pastry chef.
2Candy Kane: Is everyone here?
3Farney: Yes, everyone is here, except Olman.
Panel 2: Lionel holds a microphone and gets up on a small stage
in front of the Chocolate store. The crowd cheers.
4Lionel: Attention everybody! Today we are announcing the
release of the new Chocolate made with a very special
ingredient!
Panel 3:
Lionel points out the banner that says "Alien Chocolate"
5Caption: The crowd goes crazy.
6Lionel: The secret ingredient is really hard to find and its
very special.
Panel 4: Lionel continues to stand at the stage. Candy Kane is
peaking behind the door, so he can announce her name.
7Caption: Candy Kane is anxious to be upgraded to her celebrity
pastry chef status.
Panel 5:
9Lionel: Now, I introduce you the mastermind behind this
creation!
Panel 6:
Olman comes out and scares the crowd. He is once again doubled
his size and this time is more aggressive than he was the first
time he ate it. Candy gets scared, but keeps her plans of using
him for her own benefits.
9Caption: The crowd is getting more and more excited
10Lionel: Candy Kane and her own creation! Olman!
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